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--- Closer than we Think!  POLAR CITY:
 
 As Alaska joins the union, more rap-
id development of the vast open spaces of 
that new state can be expected. Experts are 
already studying the problems involved in cre-
ating the population centers that will be nec-
essary for tapping the hidden wealth of the 
area and building the defense outposts that 
may be required.
 One possibility would be to con-
struct arctic cities under great domes of 
transparent plastic or glass, where spring-
like temperatures could be maintained. Such 
domes are already in use at the Glasgow Cen-
tral Station in Scotland and at a big downtown 
plaza in Sao Paulo, Brazil.
 How would isolated polar cities, 
ringed by icebergs and mountains, be supplied? 
Our armed forces have a solution - the dirigi-
ble. Recently, the Navy told how its blimp ZPG-2 
successfully flew food and other supplies 
to an ice island team of scientists only 500 
miles from the North Pole.
      
 --Chicago Tribune, January 25, 1959

What is Wintermoot?
 Wintermoot is a conceptual art project that 
is a superhero/cyberpunk shared universe created by 
new media artist Nathan Shafer and a group of his 
artistic collaborators known as Łuk’ae Tse’ Taas (the 
Ahtna term for ‘Fish Head Soup’).  It evolved out of an 
augmented reality project called Dirigibles of Denali, 
which built the three unrealized domed city proposals 
in Alaska from the 1960s and 70s: Arctic City, Seward’s 
Success, and Denali City.  Each one of these proposed 
cities was a megaproject.  Even though the cities were 
never physically made, an alternate history Alaska can 
be imagined where they were built. 
 In this alternate Alaska where Winter-
moot is set, Grunge Rock from the 1990s was a blip 
on the radar as Alaskan Death Metal was the music 
played around the world. An ancient simulation known 
as Cyberingia was accessible to folks who owned the 
smart goggles necessary to interact with it, which led 
to Mengloth being a more popular videogame system 
than Nintendo with games set in Alaska: Cheechako 
Wizard Suicide Runners, Cloudberry, and Captain and 
Cryo—all of which used Cyberingian tech. With all the 
media attention Alaska was getting from Mengloth and 
Alaskan Death Metal, Alaska became a hub for film-
making, founding the Denaliwood neighborhood in 
Denali City in the 1990s, all leading to the 2010s, when 
there was a reality-television show called Dirigibles of 
Denali which followed airship crews as they traveled 
between Alaska’s domed cities.  In this world there are 
also people with magical abilities they get from inter-
acting appropriately with the universe around them.  
Some people have glacier powers derived from the 
Cryoverse.  Others have northern lights powers derived 
from the Plasmaverse.  These are not the only powers 
folks in Wintermoot may possess.  When someone with 
northern lights powers teams up with someone who has 
glacier powers, it is known as a Slack Tide Duo.  They 
work to balance each other.
 As this is also a Dirigibles of Denali story, 
know that characters in this story are part of an airship 
crew for a dirigible known as the Nelvana.  The name of 
their ship is an homage to the first Canadian superhero 
of Inuit decent, Nelvana.  Nelvana has northern lights 
powers, can fly, and travel at the speed of light.  The 
airship Nelvana first appeared in one of the five books 
made for the original Dirigibles of Denali project called 
the Science Fiction Omnibus, which featured ten Alas-
kan authors writing speculative fiction set in Alaska’s 
domed cities.
 The stories in Wintermoot reflect the way 
Alaskan stories are told, each one is a slice of life from 
a larger story that is never fully told, with variabilities 
that can be hard to follow.  The stories reference each 
other in the same reflective nature as when Alaskan 
stories use asides, such as, “now remember that Raven 
was greedy, like that one time he ate an entire whale 
after he was already full, so no one else could have it.”  
They are used to connect ideas that ultimately teach 
a lesson, even when the resolutions of the individual 
stories do not seem to conclude anything definitive.

Kaolin Andre:
Airship Position: Captain
Affiliation: the Nelvana
Interests: Alaskan Death Metal

Kaolin is the Captain of the Nelvana and an 
Astrobiologist from Chickaloon, sister of 
Yensis. She has latent Plasmaverse powers 
she has yet to understand.

Yensis Andre:
Airship Position: First Mate
Affiliation: the Nelvana
Interests: Alaskan Death Metal

First mate, Yensis, is the sister of Kaolin, 
has Cryoverse powers and invented the 
eight wheel rotifer martial art technique 
for cryopunks.

Oline Vidalia:
Airship Position: Chief Engineer
Affiliation: the Nelvana
Interests: Languages, the Multiverse

Oline is a mysterious crew member of the 
nelvana who has multiple powers, includ-
ing cryoverse abilities.  She speaks many 
languages fluently.

Elaine ‘Ellie’ Affuti:
Airship Position: Quartermaster, Boatswain
Affiliation: the Nelvana
Interests: cryptids

Ellie runs most day-to-day operations for 
the Nelvana and can often be found making 
her paper mache ‘taxidermied’ cryptids.
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Revan Noguchi:
Airship Position: Helmsman
Affiliation: the Nelvana
Interests: Books, Videogames

Revan is the mysterious and quiet Helmsman 
of the Nelvana who everyone believes to 
be a warlock, possibly.  

Abelard Rookcastle:
Airship Position: Reluctant Conscript
Affiliation: the Nelvana
Interests: Pranks, videogames, Nachos

Abelard is one of the conscripts of the 
Nelvana. His pranks are legendary in the Diri-
gibles of Denali Reality Television show.

Pearl Servio:
Airship Position: Reluctant Conscript
Affiliation: the Nelvana
Interests: Pranks, Mexican Food

Pearl is a conscript aboard the Nelvana and 
is adept at fixing almost anything. They are 
one of the infamous pranksters on the 
crew.

CREW OF THE NELVANA
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 DIRIGIBLES OF DENALI: STARFRUIT,  ARCTIC CITY

 Aqpik and Mars Apple 
 A Cyberingian Novelization from the Worlds of Wintermoot

 ith funding from the Purdy Skies Initiative, a studio 
out of Denaliwood in Denali City started filming an Alaskan 
reality show called Dirigibles of Denali, about various airship 
crews flying between the domed cities in Alaska. The initiative 
was working to produce viability for an Alaskan film industry 
that has not seen general appeal outside of Alaska. Originally, 
there were four crews that were to be filmed: the Nelvana (a 
science ship), the Tanero (a passenger ship), the Koliak (a 
cargo ship), and the Starfruit (an adventure ship). There was 
also talk of a mag lev train crew at one point, but that was 
quickly shelved as a possible spin-off, so the mag lev crew of 
the Shuttleberry would make the occasional guest appearance 
to gauge interest.

Three of the airship crews ended up being included in 
the final television show: Nelvana, Tanero, and Koliak. The 
film crew aboard the Starfruit, as well as the Starfruit itself, 
disappeared shortly after filming began. With a smattering of 
early footage recorded before the disappearance. This footage 
was used as a plot device throughout the series, as the crew of 
the Nelvana was tasked with finding the lost Starfruit and its 
people.

Unlike the other airships in the series, the Starfruit docked 
out of Arctic City. It was also captained by Aqpik, who had 
spent a couple hundred years earlier with the Socialists and 
Pioneers originally out of Knik Anchorage, and then Seward’s 
Success. Aqpik captained the Starfruit with her daughter, Mars 
Apple, Knik Quartermaster, and Suncup (the last two also 
being members of the Socialists and Pioneers of Seward’s 
Success).

As was originally listed, the Starfruit’s major function 
was as an adventure ship. It was not a real moneymaker for 
Purdy Skies and its crew was more suited for a space opera 
than a reality show. Aqpik and Mars Apple especially tended to 
interrupt the filming of their ship, insisting on exhibiting their 
magical abilities whenever they wished, causing the recordings 
to glitch out and be rendered unusable. The only salvageable 
footage taken of the Starfruit for the Dirigibles of Denali show 
was when they went to go investigate a preternatural occur-
rence where a gigantic tube of glacial ice appeared near Arctic 
City, stretching up into the upper atmosphere. The tube of 
course was the legendary space elevator that would occasion-
ally appear around Alaska, offering a gateway into the worlds 
of the Plasmiut, a magical species of little people who lived 
in the Thermosphere. But the audience of Dirigibles of Denali 
have no idea about that because they have never heard of it and 

never will. It is a secret held by the Socialists and Pioneers of 
Seward’s Success and protected by several magical tapestries 
created by the Knik Quartermaster and the Mysterious Ms. 
Magpie, directly after the events of the Repocalypse Scenarios 
which occurred in the mid 1990s.

From the B-Roll of Dirigibles of Denali:

“Is that what I think it is?” Mars Apple asked her mother 
quietly.

“It’s much worse,” Aqpik, her mother, slowly got around 
to saying, “much worse.”

Radio static is heard. 
“Come in. Repeat. Starfruit, do you copy? This is the 

Nelvana. Come in.”
Radio static is heard. 
“Come in. Repeat. Starfruit, do you copy? This is the 

Nelvana. Come in.”
“The is the Starfruit,” Mars Apple speaks back.
“Repeat. Starfruit, do you copy?”
“This IS the Starfruit. Copy. Nelvana, we copy.”
“Repeat”—
“They can’t hear us Mars,” Aqpik, as she is flipping 

switches in the cockpit.
“Nelvana. This is the Starfruit, repeat. We copy.”
A loud voice fills the air in a slow, deafening bass. It is 

speaking in Iñupiatun, but so slow as to be indecipherable. 
“Ssssssssssss eeeeeeee llllllllllllllll uuuuuuuuuhhhhhhhhh 
mmmmmmmm.”

Video on camera freezes up. The footage looks to be a 
splice between the interior of the airship and the interior of a 
human chest cavity. 

END OF TAPE.

This footage will be used over and over throughout the 
first season of Dirigibles of Denali, as the crew of the Nelvana 
discuss how they are going to try and find the Starfruit.

“We know we interact with them somehow, but it sounded 
like a recording, and it sounds like a recording made by 
someone who is not on our crew,” Kaolin Andre, captain of the 
Nelvana would say at the beginning of several episodes. “May-
be it was someone pretending to be the Nelvana? Maybe it is a 
recording made years ago that was being used? Who knows.”

[Previously in Wintermoot.]
[Book One: Aqpik and Mars Apple.]

W



[Dirigibles of Denali]
[An Alaskan Reality Television Show]
[Episode One: the Andre sisters have a ship]

Wintermoot Seven:
CAptain and Cryo
Being the third book  

of the Slack Tides tale: 

This week on 
Dirigibles of Denali . . . 

My name is Kaolin Andre.  

Let me tell you about my airship.

This is the Nelvana.

She is a Dymaxion-style Aurora B Class 91+.  
A kind of non-rigid aerostat with biometric 
resonance locators, non-porous cyber-
craft stealth tech, and two post-Touring 
batteries powered by living plasma gifted 
to us by some friendly Plasmiut of Little 
Tropopause.

Some folks call it a Limbo-Mobile because 
it doesn’t run cargo or tourists.  

I am also an Astrobiologist 
and captain of the Nelvana.

Kaolin Andre
Captain of the Nelvana/ 
AStrobiologist

 

My parents are Cassandra 
and Devin Andre.

I am Ahtna from my Mom’s side and 
grew up in Chickaloon, Alaska. Dad 
is Gwich’in from Fort Yukon.

Also, because Little 
Tropopause is usually re-
ferred to as Limbo Station.

Little Tropopause
Trading post used by cloudmiut, 
Bird People, Plasmiut and humans.* 

we spend a lot of time there.

*They also farm eyeberries, throneberries, Angelberries and wingberries in Hydroponic cloud beds there.

Part One: The Time I artfully 
describe my ship and her crew
for an Alaskan Reality TV Show



We are a science charter with the 
Applied Limbotics and Interstitials 
Amalgamated Studies (ALIAS).

It just means we do dope science 
shit like looking for signatures 
of extraterrestrial life, 

multidimensional biology, 

and study the disappearing cryo-
sphere looking for viable solutions.

Let me tell you about my crew.

Applied Limbotics and Interstitials 
Amalgamated Studies (ALIAS)

Sponsored by Purdy Skies Enterntainment of Denaliwood 
UADC University of Alaska

in the Domed Cities

We don’t have anyone with the plas-
ma-powers to make a Slack Tide duo 
with her, but we are hiring!

she created her own Martial 
art technique for when she 
is in her living ice form.  

The First Mate is my sister, Yensis. 
She has the cryo-powers.

She calls it the eight 
wheel Rotifer method.

Every winter she teaches it at 
the Wintermoot glacier camp.

Yensis Andre
First Mate/Cryopunk/
Martial Artist

 

She calls me Captain.  
I call her cryo.

TBD



The Chief Engineer is Oline Vidalia. 

she has cryo-powers 
Like Yensis, but she is 
a Basic mystery to me.  

Yensis and her practice 
Eight Wheel Rotifer 
method every morning.

The Helmsman is Revan Noguchi. 
he is quiet.  Possible Warlock.

The Quartermaster and Boatswain 
is Elaine Affuti, she goes by ‘Ellie’.  
She runs all the daily operations 
and keeps our supplies in order.  

She is also a bibliophile and 
taxidermies ‘cryptids’.*

And she seems to know 
everything and speak ev-
ery language we run into 
in our journeys.

Oline Vidalia
Chief Engineer/
Polyglot/Mystery

 

Revan Noguchi
Helmsman/Possible Warlock

 

Elaine “Ellie” Affuti
Quartermaster/ boatswain/
Cryptid Taxidermist

*they are papier-mâché



the two deckhands call 
themselves the Reluctant 
Conscripts: Pearl Servio 
and Abelard Rookcastle.  

They keep us in the air 
and fed.  They are also 
seasoned pranksters.

We are a sister ship 
with the Koliak (Pere-
grine Air Daddy, Cargo). 

And the Tanero (Marmad-
uke CL-500, Passenger). 

But we do the bulk of 
our sistering with the 
Starfruit, another airship 
captained by Aqpik and her 
little girl Mars Apple.

Starfruit (Dymaxion style Auro-
ra H Class Z94, Adventure, etc.)

The Koliak
:Peregrine Air Daddy
Cargo

 

The Tanero
Marmaduke CL-500
Passenger

 

The Nelvana
Dymaxion Style
Aurora B class 91+
Science

The Starfruit
Dymaxion Style 
Aurora H Class 294
Adventure

 

Aqpik
Mother/
Berrynaut

Mars Apple
Daughter/ Cryopunk

Pearl 
Servio

Abelard 
Rookcastle

Nelvana Gguy
shuttle

 

The Starfruit are more of an ad-
venture crew, but they also run 
cargo and tourists sometimes.



The Nelvana has several unique fea-
tures I think might interest you.

As a non-rigid aerostat, we are 
basically a ‘steerable balloon’.  

Our ‘balloon’ is biometric and 
inflates to the dimensions that 
match our Captain, who is me.

It was designed by the same 
team who made the first cyber-
craft that could travel between 
physical and virtual reality.

Our Gondola has 
two levels and an 
observation deck.  

Combined with the non-porous cy-
bercraft stealth tech, means it can 
appear any number of different ways.

The main control room is in 
the bow of the gondola.

There are two engines in the rear 
of the gondola, which is where the 
post-Touring batteries are kept.

The gondola has a fully stocked 
kitchen, immersive holographic chart 
room, and simulation cupboard.

Every crew member has their own 
room with a half water closet.

[The Nelvana.]
[Cyberingian Mode.]

The Nelvana is basically a 
Cyberingian shape-shifter.

She can be both analogue 
or digital, or both at once.

But now isn’t the time to 
be telling that story.

Revan N.
“Helmsman”

 

Kaolin A.
“Captain”

 



Part Two: One Time We were Lost all up in some singularity event

There is a break room, 
rec room, and gym.

We even have a small 
theater, for movies.

We have movie 
night sometimes.

[The Starfruit and Nelvana]
[Alaskan Airspace near Arctic City]
[Control Transfinite Chronozone 
Delete Berryverse]

Starfruit 
is not able 
to hear us.

This is the 
Starfruit. We need 

the Subnivean 
Mistress.

Nelvana, 
do you 
copy?

Starfruit, this 
is the Nelvana. 
Do you copy?  

Starfruit?

Nelvana, 
Repeat. do 
you copy? Aaka, is 

that what i 
think it is?

It’s much 
worse.

Revan, 
status.

They are 
asking for 

someone named 
the Subnivean 

Mistress.

Cryo. See 
if Oline knows 

about this 
subnivean.

Oline, 
They are 
asking -

Was there 
a talking rabbit 

in a space suit, or 
was it a sasquatch 

the size of a 
mountain?

Don’t you 
go out that 

Back Way!

To Be Continued in Wintermoot Book Eight



	

	

The	Entwives	and	the	Apocalypse	
	
When	
	
The	entwives	
Come	back	from		
Their	travels	
	
Just	in	time		
To	hear	about	how	the	
Whole	world	will	end—	
	
Turns	out:	
	
Quantum	nucleation,		
Previously	considered	to	
Be	a	long	shot	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

Quantum	Nucleation	
	
The	preacher	said	
It	would	be	quick	
And	we	wouldn’t	feel	it		
Happen.		
	
Just	wake	up	in	heaven,	
Where	the	laws	of	physics	
Could	never	get	in.	
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